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CHAPTER 01
IN THE BEGINING THERE WAS FRED

CHAPTER 01 IN THE BEGINNING, THERE WAS FRED…

The history of our State Association is
grounded in the early ideas and direction of a
few hardworking, dedicated individuals who
had a vision of what our Association could be
and what it could represent. As you read the
chapters that follow, you will understand the
willingness and determination these
individuals displayed in forming our great
State Association.
The earliest “Athletic Trainers” in South
Carolina included Herman McGee at Clemson
from 1934 to 1980, Warren Arial at Wofford
1941-42 and again from 1946 to 1955 after
returning from his service during WW II, Billy
Bostick at the Citadel 1955-1968, William
Walker at Wofford 1955-58, Fred Hoover at
Clemson 1959-1998, Jim Price at USC 19591990, Vernon Caldwell at Wofford 1959-1963,
and Duane Stober also at Wofford from 1963 to
1985. The first High School Athletic Trainers in
South Carolina were Tracey James at
Summerville High School in the mid-1960s*,
Charles Nelson at the four high schools in
Florence School District 1 in 1971, Jimmie
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Rogers at Hunter-Kinard High School from
1973 to 1974, Joe Kinney was the first
nationally Certified Athletic Trainer in the
state to work at the high school level when he
started at Marion High School in 1974, Ron
Caldwell at Spring Valley 1976-2007, Steve
Nuttall at Laurens 1976-1978, Barry Atkinson
at Hanahan 1976-1980, Randy Strickland at
Barnwell High 1978-81, and Mike Smith at
Laurens from 1978-1981.
In the early 1960s informal meetings were
taking place with Doctors Wallace, Lundsford,
Knight and Hair meeting with Fred Hoover and
Herb Goulic at a steakhouse in West Columbia
to discuss getting on the agenda to speak at
the South Carolina Athletic Coaches
Association Meeting. These gentlemen wanted
to promote better care, particularly in the high
school setting, by teaching proper equipment
fitting and educating the coaches about heat
illness.
By 1965 the first phase of certification was
completed by the National Athletic Trainers’
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Association (NATA) and certificates were
issued with certification numbers being
assigned to each of the 517 active members of
the Association. The NATA immediately began
moving toward certification by examination. A
sub-committee was formed in 1968 and a brief
two years later the first certification
examination was administered in Waco, Texas.
Twenty eight candidates sat for that first
examination in August 1970. The NATA had
determined that active members in good
standing could be automatically
“grandfathered” until December 31, 1969. The
first Athletic Trainers to be nationally certified
and work in South Carolina were Fred Hoover
(1965), James “Jay” Shoop (1970), Tracey
James (1970) and Andy Clawson (1971).
Warren Arial worked at Wofford College as the
Athletic Trainer in 1941-42, served in WWII
from 1942-46, and returned to Wofford to
continue as their Athletic Trainer from 19461955 before moving on to work in professional
sports. He did not as far as has been
determined, attempt to develop a state
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initiative for AT’s at that time. Not to say that
he was not an outstanding AT; he certainly
was. He is a Hall Of Fame Member of the NATA
and worked at various levels from high school,
college, professional and even clinical. He is a
legend in the national AT vision who did
indeed work tirelessly to advance the cause of
athletic training. He was a no-nonsense type of
person who did not mind telling you what he
thought, whether you agreed or not. He was
also a true mentor to numerous other AT’s who
were fortunate enough to work under his
direction.
Within every organization, there are
individuals who exemplify the meaning of
selflessness in order to further the
development of said organization. For the
SCATA, there is one person who sought to
build a strong foundation, so strong that when
that foundation was built, it would be looked
upon by other states as a model to emulate.
That person is Fred Hoover.
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Fred began his career in South Carolina as the
Head Athletic Trainer at Clemson University in
1959. He sought to bring Sports Medicine on a
larger scale to South Carolina and not only in
the College/University settings. He knew in
1959, that high schools would need the
medical care so desperately required. He also
knew that the latter aspect would be long in
coming as most of the Colleges and
Universities at that time did not have Athletic
Trainers.There were certainly individuals who
identified themselves as athletic trainers. From
the 1930s through the mid-80s, a coach would
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often find an individual to assume the role as
“Trainer”. No credential for Athletic Trainers
existed at the national level until 1970, and it
was not until 1984 that South Carolina began
to regulate Athletic Training.
As such, Fred began reaching out to the
individuals who worked within the purview of
sports medicine at the various institutions to
share information and experiences related to
care of the athlete. Fred’s view of other
Athletic Trainers was such that he did not care
what level of AT the person served, all ATs
were treated as equals and he proceeded with
the “collective effort” of all individuals
involved to conduct each meeting. The
meetings were very informal, usually meeting
at Clemson or in Columbia, SC for an afternoon
of sharing medical information and
techniques. As mentioned prior, Fred was
adamant about treating all ATs equally and
strived to ensure that other AT’s followed suit.
Herman McGee worked at Clemson picking up
rocks and doing odd jobs on the various
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playing fields with his father, who was a
groundskeeper. In 1934, Jess Neely hired
Herman just before his 16th birthday as
“Trainer”, in 1959 Herman was given the title
“Baseball Trainer”. Herman McGee was never
certified as an Athletic Trainer during his 46
year tenure at Clemson and worked mainly
taping and providing massage to his athletes.
Herman McGee was so much more to the
athletes at Clemson. He was a father, friend,
mentor, and counselor like few others, and
remained so until his death in March 1980.
Herman McGee was the “Heart and Soul of
Clemson.” Read more about Herman McGee
h e r e : https://clemsontigers.com/herman-

mcgee-heart-soul-of-clemson/
Fast forward to 1973 when Andy Clawson
became the Head Athletic Trainer at The
Citadel after working with Fred and Herman
from 1970-1973. It was a boost to Andy when
Fred highly recommended him for that
position, a position Andy holds to this day.
Fred and Andy were close friends and began
to form a vision for our state.
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Between Fred and Andy, a direction for our
state began to formulate and they knew quite
well that with the limited numbers of ATs in
the state at that time, it was going to be a slow
process, especially since the attitude towards
ATs during those times was nothing more than
an ankle taper and water-boy.
Fred was determined to remove this stigma
from the coaches and physicians who did not
fully understand the role ATs played and
elevate our profession to a higher status.

1978 Cramer Student Trainer Camp
Sikes Hall Clemson Univeristy
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In the 1970s, Athletic Training was primarily
seen in the College and University settings in
South Carolina. A few high schools in South
Carolina began to employ Athletic Trainers
during the 1970s.Charles Nelson was at the
four high schools in Florence School District 1
beginning in 1971, Jimmie Rogers was at
Hunter-Kinard High School in 1973-74, Joe
Kinney at Marion High School in 1974, Barry
Atkinson was hired at Hanahan High School,
Ron Caldwell at Spring Valley and Steve
Nuttall at Laurens High School in 1976,
rounding out the decade in 1978 Randy
Strickland began at Barnwell High School and
Mike Smith at Laurens High School.
The group of ATs from around the state would
meet informally each summer, talk of the
topics of the time and dream of a law to
govern Athletic Training in South Carolina.
Fred Hoover continued to lead the charge with
Andy Clawson and others at his side.Later in
the decade, the dream started to become
reality and it appeared as if a law could
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actually become reality.Fred, Andy and others
began to travel the long road to get a law
enacted. It would take years for this dream to
actually be realized.
In the spring of 1972 Fred, Andy and Herman
travelled to Florence, SC to present a two day
clinic.Friday was dedicated to allowing
coaches to learn what to do in emergency
situations and for questions and answers.
Saturday was for students, they were taught
how to be more valuable to the coaches,
taping and bandaging skills, and each was
encouraged to become CPR and First Aid
certified. Florence School District 1 employed
the only “Trainer” (Charles Nelson) at the high
school level in the state at the time.
It was also at this time that the same
individuals wanted to begin a state association
for Athletic Trainers in South Carolina. This
too would take time, patience and dedication,
something each of these individuals
possessed. Who knew that the twenty or so
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Athletic Trainers in the late 70s would grow to
over a thousand by 2019? Dreamers, that is
who shaped Athletic Training in South
Carolina into what is today.
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In the early 1980s the South Carolina Athletic
Trainers’ Association (SCATA) was an informal
group of individuals who met each summer
around the time of the annual South Carolina
Coaches Association meeting. They would
gather and share stories and discuss relevant
topics of the time.There was no formal agenda
and no named presenters, just talk. Most times
the gatherings took place at the Coaches
Association meeting and/or in someone’s hotel
room.
Up to this time the loose organization had no
formal officers or agenda for meetings. The
group meeting included Fred Hoover, Andy
Clawson, Herman McGee, Craig Llewellyn,
Dwayne Stober, Joe Kinney, Chuck Welty, Roy
Don Wilson, Jim Price, Jay Shoop, Bill
Williams, Lewis Martin, Herb Goulic, Bruce
Getz, and Fred Williams to name a few. South
Carolina welcomed the first Female Athletic
Trainers into the state during the early to mid1980s with Malissa Martin, Elaine Baker and
Sheila (Curry) Romano leading the charge.
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Fred Hoover was the unofficial leader of the
group with help from others. As Fred would
say, “It was a collective effort.” In the mid-80s,
structure became more important for this
fledging Association. By 1986, the group was
beginning to have more structure and
organized meetings were being developed.
The first Executive Council took office in 1987
with the Officers being elected.Mike Dillon
was President (served about six months), Joe
Kinney was President-Elect, Terry Lewis served
as Secretary, and Malissa Martin as Treasurer.
Bruce Getz and Elaine Baker had diligently
worked on developing the initial Constitution
and By-Laws.
Meetings with structure became a reality
during the late 1980s with the first meetings
being held at the Quality Inn on Broad River
Road and at Williams-Brice Stadium in
Columbia.Columbia became the home of the
South Carolina Athletic Trainers’ Association
Annual Meeting for obvious reason.The
meeting continued to take place in July
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around the time of the Coaches Association
Meeting. Various ATs would present to the
Coaches at their annual meeting each year and
many times “man a booth” to assist coaches
with questions about athletes health and
Athletic Trainers. Things like, “Why do I need
an Athletic Trainer, I can tape?”, “How do I get
an Athletic Trainer?” and “How do I tape a …?”
were three of the most common questions
answered.
Johnson and Johnson sponsored a room and
provided supplies for the ATs to be available
for the coaches. The ATs would teach coaches
skills and promote Athletic Trainers and better
healthcare for athletes in South Carolina. Soon
ATs and MDs were included on the agenda at
the annual Coaches Association Meeting.
The Constitution and By-Laws were instituted
and the South Carolina Athletic Trainers’
Association was born. The Association began
to grow and host venues changed. Early on
when meeting at Williams-Brice Stadium, the
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Athletic Trainers typically stayed at the
Coaches Association host hotel.In the late
1980’s, Athletic Trainers began to have their
own host hotel and most would gather there
and travel back and forth to Williams Brice
Stadium. Quickly outgrowing the Swamp Fox
and Quality Inn Hotels along with the meeting
space at Williams-Brice Stadium, the meeting
was moved to the Addams Mark Hotel in
downtown Columbia in 1992, then in 1994 to
the Sheraton Hotel on Bush River Road (now
Doubletree) until 2018 when it moved to the
Hilton Columbia Center utilizing the Columbia
Metropolitan Convention Center for meeting
space as the number of annual meeting
attendees approached 500.
In the late 1970s and early 80s Fred Hoover,
Andy Clawson, Bruce Getz, and others were
working toward South Carolina having a law to
govern Athletic Training in the state.
In 1984, this dream became reality when the
South Carolina Athletic Trainers’ Act was
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signed into law by Governor Richard Riley. The
South Carolina Department of Health and
became the regulating authority for Athletic
Trainers in the state. Interestingly, Athletic
Trainer regulation was housed in the Bureau of
Waste Management that also regulated
garbage collection. That eventually changed
and Athletic Trainer regulation was moved to
the Bureau of EMS. The Bureau of EMS became
the Bureau of Health Professionals in 2019.
This 1984 Act created the SC DHEC Athletic
Trainers’ Advisory Committee to provide
advice to the Bureau for the promotion and
regulation of Athletic Training in South
Carolina. The following is taken directly from
the Statute; “SECTION 44‑75‑30. Promulgation
of regulations; establishment of Athletic
Trainers' Advisory Committee.
An Athletic Trainers' Advisory Committee is
created consisting of nine members appointed
by the board. Two members must be from the
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department, one must be from the State Board
of Medical Examiners, four must be certified
athletic trainers, and two must be from the
general public who are not certified or
licensed in any health care field and are not
connected in any way with athletic trainers.”
The first Athletic Trainer members of the
Advisory Committee included Fred Hoover
(large College/University), Andy Clawson
(small College/University), Gary Nelson (High
School) and Tim Auwater (Clinical/Emerging
Practices). These four individuals along with
the five other Committee Members would be
responsible for the growth and regulation of
the profession and protecting the athletes
which Athletic Trainers served.
The Act also required State Certified Athletic
Trainers to obtain Continuing Education Units
that were to be offered at each SCATA Annual
Meeting (Symposium), for each renewal
period. The SC DHEC Certification period ran
two years from the time of the individual’s
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initial certification and every two years
thereafter. The current Act (2019) may be
reviewed by going to:

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t44c07
5.php
During the 1980s, numerous high schools
began to employ ATs, along with hospitals,
physical therapy clinics, industry and the
military. The stage was set for continued
growth for Athletic Training in South Carolina.
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During the 1990s, the SCATA was growing and
changing at a rapid pace. The Annual Meeting
became the Annual Symposium. SC DHEC CEU
cards were issued to attendees of select
educational sessions at each year’s Symposia
and the SCATA earned status as a Board of
Certification Approved Provider. The Program
Committee grew and the Symposium format
changed as did the method of distributing
materials. Prior to the 1990s materials for
presentation were traditionally prepared by
the presenter and “hand-outs” were given to
the participants during each session.
Beginning in the 1990s under the direction of
Program Chair Walt Gainey, attendees were
provided binders containing all of the
symposium handouts and information
including the agenda, and a list of meeting
rooms, as well as registration gifts.As a result
of this progressive direction, our symposium
program developed into a powerful agenda of
topics and presenters including the likes of Dr.
James Andrews, MD, Doug Casa, PhD, Kenneth
Knight, PhD and other Sports Medicine
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professionals speaking at our symposia. What
transpired was something of profound pride as
other state associations contacted Walt about
how we constructed our symposium in such a
strong and informative format that allowed all
those in attendance to learn at a higher level.
Terry Lewis continued the tradition when he
took over as Program Committee Chair and it
wasn’t long until symposium materials were
being spiral bound and Member Directories
were being provided.
At this juncture, the SCATA created an Awards
and Certificates Committee that developed
various awards and honors to recognize
achievement, service and contribution. To
date the following have been established;
The Fred W. Hoover Excellence in Athletic
Training Award (Hall of Fame) established

1993
The Fred W. Hoover Award, named after the
longtime Clemson University Head Athletic
Trainer, is the SCATA’s most prestigious honor
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created to recognize members who have
shown a lifetime of commitment to improving
lifetime of service to the SCATA. It was
through Mr. Hoover’s leadership and direction
that SCATA was founded and has grown into a
strong professional organization representing
athletic trainers throughout the state of South
Carolina and playing a strong role in the
development of athletic training in the nation.
This is a state award, which is awarded to
members that have given unselfishly to the
profession, the association, and its
membership during their lifetime and whose
service is reflective of the high standards and
dedication illustrated by Mr. Hoover. The Fred
W. Hoover Award for Excellence in Athletic
Training was first presented to Fred Hoover
himself in 1993 and has since been presented
to 11 other individuals. These individuals
make up the SCATA Hall of Fame.
The SCATA Founders Most Distinguished
Athletic Trainer Award
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The SCATA Founders Most Distinguished
Athletic Trainer Award is an honor that
recognizes qualified SCATA members for their
exceptional service and unique contributions
to the athletic training profession. Established
in 2009, the SCATA Founders MDAT is a state
award, which reflects dedication to the
Association and honors a member who
rendered distinguished service to the field of
athletic training while representing South
Carolina at the local, state, district, and
national levels.
The President’s Award

The President’s Award is at the sole discretion
of the President of the SCATA and is typically
presented to an individual that is not a
practicing Athletic Trainer who provided
services, assistance, or some means of
furtherance to the association.
The SCATA Service Award

The Athletic Training Service Award is an
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honor that recognizes qualified SCATA
members for their activities, contributions,
and/or service which contribute to the
enhancement of the profession of athletic
training in the state of South Carolina and/or
the SCATA. Established in 2019, this is a state
award, which reflects dedication to the
Association and honors a member who has
rendered distinguished service to the field of
athletic training at the local or state level in
South Carolina.
Certificates

Certificates were to be presented annually to
individuals for activities such as All-Star
games, Shrine Bowl, Special Activities,
recognition for emerging practices, college
staff of the year, etc.
Scholarships

Scholarships began to be established during
this period as well. The Terry Lewis Memorial
Pre-Professional Scholarship, Terry Lewis
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Memorial Post-Professional Scholarship and
the Hannah Sobeski Memorial Scholarship
have been established to date. Funding for
these scholarships is supported through
donations and the proceeds of the Annual Golf
Tournament/Outing.
Throughout the 1990s Athletic Training in
South Carolina grew. Colleges and Universities
offered Athletic Training curriculums
producing more graduates to fill much needed
vacancies at the high school level in
particular. More and more high schools began
to hire ATs or contract with providers to
supply them with ATs.
According to the 2020-21 SCATA Directory
there are 333 high school athletic trainers.
Athletic Training had expanded into clinics,
hospitals, industry, and the military, opening
more jobs than ever before in the state.
The South Carolina Athletic Trainers’ Act was
amended in 1990 (Section 2) and again in
1992 (Sections 1, 2, 3). The profession of
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Athletic Training was getting a strong foothold
in South Carolina.
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During the 2000s, the South Carolina Athletic
Trainers’ Association saw continued growth in
numbers of members. The Annual Symposium
continued to evolve with more research and
changes within the profession being presented
each year, resulting in greater
attendance.Education of the Athletic Trainer
began to change and new and different skills
were being taught. Technology continued to
advance and we found ourselves being
presented with CDs of the annual symposium’s
content including a directory listing all the
members of the Association with their
individual contact information, SCATA ByLaws, Membership Applications, and SC DHEC
Certification Applications. The Association was
settling into the ideas of experiencing growth
in attendance at every Symposium and the
consistent advances in technology. As such,
speaker presentations became more
informative and visually enhanced allowing
the attendee to a have broader experience in
the Sports Medicine field. Additionally, it
allowed the presenter him/herself to bring a
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wide array of information to the symposium
necessary for the attendee to understand the
topic at hand.
On the national front, the Board of
Certification did away with the Oral/Practical
portion of the Certification Examination and
required candidates to complete the practical
portion on a computer instead. This was
initially met with resistance by many who
favored the traditional Oral/Practical Exam but
as time progressed, it was found to be much
less stressful for the examinee.
Back on the state level, the South Carolina
Athletic Trainers’ Act (Section 1) was amended
in 2006.The amendment consisted of changes
in standardization of terminology and
nomenclature. The SC DHEC Athletic Trainers’
Advisory Committee experienced its first
change in Committee membership since it was
established in 1985.Due to a change in
employment locations Tim Auwater
(Clinical/Emerging Practice Settings) stepped.
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down in 2004 and the SC DHEC Board of
Directors appointed Kevin Ennis his successor.
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This decade saw continued growth of Athletic
Training in South Carolina. DHEC reports
showed over 1,000 State Certified Athletic
Trainers (SCATs) by 2019, which nearly
doubled the 535 SCATs reported in 2010.
Realizing an ever increasing number of
attendees, the SCATA Annual Symposium was
moved to the Columbia Metropolitan
Convention Center in 2018. This venue
allowed for a larger conference hall and
increased numbers of “breakout sessions”
expanding the programming opportunities.
The host hotel became the Hilton Columbia
Center located next door to the Convention
Center.
Athletic Training Education was continuing to
change with skills such as airways, suturing
and billing being introduced in entry level
educational programs. A move was afoot to
change the entry level from a bachelor’s
degree to a master’s degree on the national
level, and was accomplished late in the
decade. Some collegiate educational programs
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made the change while others did away with
their programs altogether.
The SC DHEC Athletic Trainers’ Advisory
Committee experienced member changes with
Gary Nelson and Fred Hoover stepping down
from the Committee after years of dedicated
service.Sheila Gordon was selected to replace
Gary Nelson (High School) and Danny Poole
(large College/University) replaced Fred
Hoover. Andy Clawson Chaired the Committee
and Kevin Ennis was elected Vice-Chair. Fred
Hoover remains Chairman Emeritus.
The South Carolina Athletic Trainers’ Act had
been amended three times, in 1990 (Sections
1, 2), in 1992 (Sections 1, 2, 3) in 2006
(Section 1) and was again amended in 2019
(Sections 1, 2, 3, 4) to reflect the growth of
Athletic Training in the state, providing for
more regulation, implementing monetary
penalties, and making it a more current
document. Governor Henry McMaster signed
the amended Act into law in May 2019.
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To review the Act (2019) visit:

https://www.scstatehouse.gov/code/t44c07
5.php.
Upon completion of the revision of the Act and
it being signed into law, Regulation 61-96 had
to be addressed to reflect the changes in the
statute. Updating the Regulation generally
takes two years to complete at best.
To review the current Regulation (2015) visit:

https://www.dhec.sc.gov/sites/default/files/
media/document/R.61-96.pdf
The SCATA started to more closely resemble
the NATA structure with similar Committees,
Awards, and meeting style. Pre-Conference
meetings were instituted offering additional
opportunities for obtaining CEUs. During this
decade, the make-up of the Executive Council
was changed from a four person Executive
Council to a five person Executive Council by
separating the Secretary and Treasurer’s
duties. The Executive Council is made up of a
President, President-Elect, Secretary,
Treasurer and immediate Past President. In
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this structure the Treasurer does not progress
through the line as does the President,
President-Elect, and Secretary. The immediate
Past-President serves in an advisory capacity
for the sitting Executive Council.
It was also during the latter days of this
decade that an interest in changing from
“Certification” to “Licensure” within the state
began to emerge again. The reasons for this
change were to allow ATs to practice/perform
at the highest level of their abilities utilizing
all their knowledge and skills for the safety
and well-being of the patient. An example of
this can be seen in the Industrial Setting
where an Athletic Trainer may not use
particular modalities due to OSHA’s
requirement that the modality must performed
by a “licensed” practitioner.Another reason for
the desire to change is to bring South Carolina
in line with rest of the United States as all but
four states “License” ATs. At the time of this
writing California has no regulation of ATs,
Hawaii “Registers” ATs, and New York and
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South Carolina “Certify” ATs.This effort has
been and will continue to be an on-going
process.
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All was well at the beginning of 2020 and then
the state, the country and the world began to
feel the effects of COVID-19. Schools,
businesses, and industries closed. ATs were
furloughed, laid-off and fired when the spring
and summer sports seasons were cancelled.
The SCATA adapted to the situation and the
Annual Symposia was changed to a virtual
platform provided at no cost to the
membership.The SCATA, SC DHEC and South
Carolina High School League (SCHSL) worked
cooperatively to develop strategies for a safe
return to sport. The SCATA and SC DHEC
encouraged the employment of ATs in the fight
against COVID-19. As a result, this pandemic
brought a new front for Athletic Trainers, as
AT’s began to work alongside other healthcare
professionals on a daily basis leading to more
respect for the Athletic Trainer and the
Profession. Athletic Trainers were
participating in medical screening, nasal swab
testing and vaccination procedures to assist in
the battle against COVID-19. The pandemic,
combined with the fact that Athletic Trainers
now enter the workforce with a Master’s
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degree, may haveset the stage for the push for
licensure of Athletic Trainers in South Carolina
with other healthcare professionals being
more willing to support and promote the
profession of Athletic Training.
The SCATA continued true to form, electing a
new Executive Council and continuing the
pursuit for “Licensure” of ATs in South
Carolina. The SCATA never missed a beat
under the leadership of Brad Drake- President,
Jeremy Searson-President-Elect, Amy HandSecretary, Jared Williams-Treasurer and Sheila
Gordon-Past President. The newly elected
Secretary, Will Christman, took office at the
close of the 2020 Annual Symposium (Virtual)
when Jeremy Searson assumed the office of
President, Amy Hand moved to President-Elect
and Brad Drake became the Past-President.
March 2020 saw a mandate from Governor
McMaster closing all but essential businesses.
Schools, restaurants, gyms, retail stores all
closed, some never to re-open. By mid-May the
Emergency Mandates were being lessened in
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restriction but still limiting social interaction
at all times. Restaurants were opening at 50%
capacity, gyms began opening with strict
social distancing and cleaning guidelines.
Social gathering was limited to a maximum of
10 participants by the mandate.
By late summer, schools re-opened virtually
and gradually began “Hybrid” teaching models
with in-person class instruction being limited.
The Fall Sports Season saw dramatic changes
due to the Coronavirus (COVID-19) with some
schools/sports not participating, limiting
participation and observing strict sanitization
and social distancing measures. No showering,
no sharing of equipment, groups were limited
in size for practice. Everyone was required to
wear masks and carrying Personal Protection
Equipment everywhere they went. Vaccines for
COVID-19 were being developed at an
unprecedented pace and the world was
hopeful for their release in early 2021.

